Diction

1. I used to dislike all types of vegetables accept green beans. No error
   A   B   C   D   E

2. The switch to Daylight Savings Time always has a negative affect on my mood. No error
   A   B   C   D   E

3. I have been working hard all day; I am looking forward to lying down on my couch and reading a
   book. No error
   A   B   C   D   E
Answers and Explanations

1. **The correct answer is D.** *Accept* is a verb. In this sentence, we need to use *except*.

2. **The correct answer is B.** *Affect* is a verb. In this sentence, the correct word would be *effect*, a noun.

3. **The correct answer is E.** This is a tricky one. Since it is something the subject is looking forward to doing, you need to use a present tense version of the verb *to lie* (as in *to lie down*). Thus, *lying down* is correct. You would use *lay down* if you wanted to employ past tense or if you were referring to something else (a book, a cup, etc.) being laid down on the couch. There are no other errors in the sentence.